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George Cook and James Manshore 
 

People of London Town, Maryland1 
 

 On March 18, 1754, the lives of George Cook and James Manshore took a dramatic turn, 
they just didn’t know it yet. On that day, far to the southeast of London Town in the Choptank 
River, three crewmen aboard the small Annapolis sloop Hopewell mutinied and murdered 
Captain William Curtis. The leader of the mutiny, a convict servant and navigator by the name of 
John Wright, put on the clothes of his captain and guided the sloop across the bay to the Patuxent 
River. 
 
 Neither George Cook nor James Manshore was aboard the Hopewell. Cook was an 
African American slave, belonging to the London Town sea captain William Strachan. Manshore 
was a white convict servant under the successful London Town merchant James Dick. They were 
both aboard a schooner which was sailing the Patuxent River on March 20th. It was this day that 
the Hopewell sailed into sight, and both Cook and Manshore took a boat loaded with bread to the 
mutineers. Unaware of the act of piracy, the unsuspecting servants were “decoy’d” aboard and 
kidnapped. Newspaper articles followed in the Maryland Gazette and Pennsylvania Gazette, 
warning residents of the murderous pirates and the missing servants, but two months went by 
before they were seen again. 

     
     Maryland Gazette, March 18, 1754  Maryland Gazette, April 4, 1754 
 
                                                 
1 As the research into colonial London Town’s inhabitants is an ongoing process, the caveat is offered that additional 
information may be found at any time and that a correction of information might also occur at any time. 
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 Finally, in June of that year, the Hopewell was spotted in South Carolina abandoned on 
the Carolina bar. Search teams combed the area for the pirates and their victims, rounding up the 
criminals and saving both Manshore and Cook. The pirates were sent up to Annapolis in chains, 
where two of the mutineers were hung for their crimes and gibbeted at the entrance to the Severn 
River as a warning to other would-be pirates. George Cook and James Manshore are mentioned 
in a June 20, 1754 letter from Virginia Governor Robert Dinwiddie as being safely returned to 
Maryland.i  
                                                 
i The Official Records of Robert Dinwiddie, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Virginia, 1751-1758, Vol. I, 
(Richmond: Virginia Historical Society, 1881), page 212. 


